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ABSTRACT 
 
Studies into rockfill have advocated the use of a tilt test to characterise the shear strength of coarse 
granular materials. The tilt test employs a simple split box, which is filled with rubble and then tilted 
until the upper box half slides off the lower box half. The angle at which this occurs is related to 
strength characteristics of the tested material, but the interpretation of this result is less than straight 
forward. This paper describes a systematic study of the tilt test on a series of gravels and mine 
wastes. The research shows that the tilt angle is sensitive to the tilt rate and the water content of the 
spoil, but that if the test is carried out in a systematic way, consistent results can be achieved. The 
results show that the tilt test is not a good discriminator of shear strength in waste rock materials. The 
tilt test is very sensitive to particle size, particle shape and relative density, but because of its very low 
confining stress, it is insensitive to the physical strength of particles. This means that the tilt test fails to 
discriminate reliably between weaker and stronger waste rock materials, for materials that are 
subjected to any significant amount of confining (normal) stress. It cannot be used as an alternative to 
direct shear testing to determine the shear strength parameters of mine spoil materials. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Assignment of a suitable shear strength to a given waste rock, or spoil material, for the purpose of 
slope stability assessment is a difficult task. There are few options available to accurately determine 
specific parameters for shear strength of particular materials. Direct measurement of shear strength in 
coal mine spoil materials is difficult because tests under meaningful stresses, on samples large 
enough to be representative of real spoil materials, require apparatuses which are prohibitively large. 
Indirect determination through back-analysis of failures is a good alternative, but it requires specialist 
expertise and appropriate data to be available. 
 
At present, coal mine spoil shear strengths are commonly assigned according to the so-called BMA 
framework (Simmons and McManus, 2004), which allows typical values to be allocated to spoils, 
according to their categorisation based on qualitative textural and mechanical observations. Four 
categories of spoil are defined, from Cat 1 (dominated by fines; mostly plastic) to Cat 4 (dominated by 
larger, strong and durable rock fragments). Suggested shear strength parameters from the BMA 
framework, determined from testing and back analysis of spoil-pile failures, are reproduced in Table 1. 
 
Ideally, the shear strength of spoil would be assessed reliably, quickly and easily by a simple in situ 
test performed by mine personnel. To keep the apparatus simple and light, any method would need to 
either work on very small samples under realistic stresses, or else work on larger samples under very 
low stresses. This was recognised by Barton and Kjaernsli (1981) who considered the problem of 
shear strength assessment in coarse grained excavated rock materials. They proposed a method 
where the angle measured from a tilt test conducted on a large sample under a very low normal 
stress, could be used to infer the peak friction angle of rock fill. They noted that the peak friction angle 
was dependent upon the magnitude of the normal stress, the packed density (porosity) of the rockfill 
material, the particle shape, size and roughness characteristics and the particle strength.  
 



This paper explores the idea of using a simple tilt test as a means of discriminating coal mine spoils on 
the basis of their friction angle. Specifically, it considers:  

 Can a tilt test be used to discriminate systematically between different strength spoils? 

 Could a tilt test be used as a tool for spoil categorisation? 

 Could a tilt test be used to assign a design shear strength value (ie, be used as an 
index test)? 

 
Table 1: Suggested shear strength parameters from the BMA framework (Simmons and 

McManus, 2004), parameter standard deviations in italicised parentheses 

 
Category 

Unsaturated Saturated Remoulded

� c’ �’ � c’ �’ c’=0kPa, 

(kNm
-3

) (kPa) (deg) (kNm
-3

) (kPa) (deg) �’ (deg) 

1 18 20 25 20 0 18 18 
 (1) (10) (2.5) (1) (0) (3) (1.5) 

2 18 30 28 20 15 23 18 
 (1) (15) (3) (1) (7.5) (2.5) (1.5) 

3 18 50 30 20 20 25 18 
 (1) (15) (2) (1) (10) (2.5) (1.5) 

4 18 50 35 20 0 30 28 
 (1) (15) (2.5) (1) (0) (1.5) (2) 

 
 
 
1.2 The Tilt Test 
 
A tilt test employs a simple split box, which is filled with particulate material in a horizontal position, 
and then tilted until the upper box half slides off the lower box half. The lower half of the box has a 
bottom, but the upper half does not. The idea is shown in Figure 1. In essence, the tilt test is a direct 
shear test with minimal normal stress applied. The normal stress applied is due to the self-weight of 
the material in the upper box and the box itself, and the shearing force applied is the component of the 
same self-weight acting in the direction of the tilted base of the box. The physics of the tilt box can be 
considered as a block sliding on a ramp, where the upper box full of spoil is the block and the lower 
box full of spoil is the ramp. When the two boxes are tilted, simple analysis shows that the angle at 
which the upper box slides off the lower box, θ, corresponds to the angle of friction between the block 
and the ramp, or, between the spoil in the upper box and the spoil in the lower box: ie, the angle of 
internal friction��. Hence, the tilt angle should be a reflection of the angle of internal friction of the 
tested material, all other factors being equal.  
 
Although the tilt test should give an estimate of the friction angle of the tested spoil, Barton and 
Kjaernsli (1981) observed that for rockfill materials, the measured friction angle was sensitive to the 
stress applied during its measurement. They considered that under the extremely low effective normal 
stress operating across the failure surface, maximum angle of tilt tolerated before failure, would 
probably be of the order of 55°-65° and be an upper bound value, rather than a value which is directly 
applicable to design under higher loads. They proposed that the tilt angle θ, could be extrapolated to 
values of � under design stresses by estimating values of:  

 a size-dependent equivalent strength parameter to account for the fact that smaller 
particles are likely to be stronger (less likely to be flawed) than larger ones  

 an equivalent roughness parameter to account for the shape and packing of the 
particles 

This implies that tilt test measurements are unlikely to provide directly meaningful values of frictional 
angle for design, but for tests carried out on material placed in the split box in a consistent way, the 
measured tilt angle might at least discriminate stronger from weaker spoil materials on the basis of 
their particle characteristics. Then, using a method such as that proposed by Barton and Kjaernsli 
(1981), a design value could be inferred. 
 
 
 
 
 



2 APPROACH AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Development of Apparatus 
 
Several tilt apparatuses were developed to allow different aspects of the test to be evaluated at 
different scales. The basic arrangement of the tilt box is relatively straight forward, and much is 
already known about the dimensions required to achieve admissible test results from a direct shear 
test. It is generally accepted that to obtain reasonable shear strength parameters for coarse granular 
soils, the size of the testing equipment should be many times the size of the largest particle. Q181C 
(QTMR, 2002) suggests that the sample thickness (including the gap) should not be less than 7 times 
the diameter of the largest particles in the shear zone. This is presumably so that even if the shear 
zone extends into the sample within the box, it can develop without significant interaction with the rigid 
upper and lower plates that bound the sample. It is consistent with a shear band width of 10 to 16 
times the mean diameter, as suggested by Roscoe (1970) and Muhlhaus and Vardoulakis (1987).  
 

 
 
As the advantage of the tilt test is the possibility of testing a large sample without having to impose an 
enormous vertical stress, it was possible to develop a relatively large apparatus that could 
accommodate larger particles. The largest device, designed to be operated in the laboratory with the 
aid of lifting equipment, was 720mm wide x 720mm long x 400mm high. This box was constructed 
from 32mm structural grade plywood, with a 12mm steel plate base. This prototype was used to 
explore the effects of particle size and to determine the largest particles which could be present in a 
sample before individually affecting the measured result. 
 
The next prototype was constructed to be portable and operable without the need for lifting aids: ie, to 
for safe operation under field conditions in a pit. To this end, it was sized approximately 400mm x 
400mm x 300mm and constructed from light steel tubes and 16mm plywood. It was fitted with a 
600mm handle allowing it to be raised (tilted) with a lifting force of less than 15kg when full. It was also 
fitted with a graduated scale and ratchet mechanism to allow its position to be held at the point of 
sliding. In order to make it portable enough to be transported on a plane, the upper and lower box 
halves were sized so that the upper box stowed neatly in the bottom box for transport. This prototype 
was taken to the Bowen Basin and used in field trials. 
 
In addition to these, to assist in evaluation of tilt test results at all scales, two smaller tilt boxes were 
constructed: one with a size of 200 mm x 200 mm x 150mm, and the other at a size of 100 mm x 
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Figure 1. Stages in the tilt test. a) upper and lower box halves assembled; b) boxes filled loosely with 
spoil; c) upper box lifted slightly above lower box, then both boxes progressively tilted; d) sliding of 
the upper box at the point of failure, at a tilt angle of θ.

a) 

c) 

b) 

d) 



100 mm x 75mm. The full set of tilt boxes used are shown in Figure 2, however, test results from the 
smaller boxes are not presented here. 
 
2.2 Experimental Program 
 
As implied previously, the shear strength measured in a shear test reflects many attributes of the 
tested sample, including maximum particle size, particle size distribution, particle strength, particle 
surface friction and particle shape. The measured shear strength is also influenced by the state of 
wetness, or suction in the material. In using a tilt test to categorise different spoils according to 
strength, it is noted that wetness is not an inherent characteristic of a particular spoil, but rather, a 
condition imposed by the environment. Hence, any tilt test used to discriminate spoil strength should 
be insensitive to water content. Further, although particle size is a real factor in spoil strength (Nakao 
and Fityus, 2008), if the tested sample contains particles that are so large that they prevent an 
admissible shear mechanism from developing in the test environment, then the result is invalid. 
 
Hence, the experimental program adopted consisted of several stages: 

1) Tests to assess the sensitivity of the tilt test to wetness and maximum particle size 
2) Tests to evaluate the ability of the tilt test to discriminate between weak and strong spoils 
3) Tests to assess the relative contributions to shear strength made by important and relevant 

characteristics such as particle size and shape. 
 

 
Figure 2. Tilt boxes of varying size used in this project: 100mm (smallest), 200mm, 400mm and 
720mm (largest) 
 
2.2.1 Sensitivity to Wetness and Particle Size 
 
To evaluate sensitivity to wetness, a series of 720 mm tilt tests was undertaken on the same sample 
of Mt Arthur spoil, initially when air-dried, and then, when wetted up, incrementally, until a “sloppy” 
consistency was reached. The maximum particle size of this sample was limited to 53mm (<1/10

th
 the 

height and width of the box) to give confidence that this particle size was not large enough to cause 
anomalies in the granular shearing mode in the 720mm x 720 mm tilt box.  
 
To evaluate sensitivity to oversized particles, a base sample of 340 kg of air-dried, -53mm (ie, all 
particles not passing the 53mm sieve removed) Mt Arthur spoil was prepared. Then, when a base-line 
behaviour for the -53 mm material had been established, portions of larger particles were added to the 
sample to replace some of the -53mm material. The coarse fraction additions were made by replacing 
each one by a larger one in successive tests. The size and amount of larger particles added is given in 
Table 2. Five tests were undertaken with each different sample, placed loose in the box. The -53mm 
and 53-75mm materials are shown in Figure 3. 



Table 2: Samples tested to assess the effect of particle size 

Sample Total Mass (kg) 

53mm minus and 33kg 120mm plus 344 

53mm minus and 35kg 94mm to 120mm 346 

53mm minus and 35kg 75mm to 94mm 346 

53mm minus and 34kg 53mm to 75mm 345 

53mm minus 340 

 

 
Figure 3. Mt Arthur spoils samples used for particle size effect testing: -53mm sample, and 53-75mm 
fraction 
 
2.2.2 Tests to Evaluate Strength Discrimination 
 
The 400mm tilt box was taken to the Bowen Basin and deployed on a range of spoils at the 
Blackwater and Rolleston mines. Samples of the tested spoils from those mines were then returned to 
the soils laboratory at the University of Newcastle and tested in a 100mm direct shear machine, and 
using the 100 mm and 200 mm tilt boxes. A total of 5 different spoils were tested from each mine, as 
shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 
 
2.2.3 Tests to Evaluate the Relative Importance of Different Spoil Characteristics 
 
The tilt test is a useful tool to study the relative importance of spoil characteristics such as particle 
size, particle shape and particle size distribution, to shear strength. To examine the importance of size 
and shape, a systematic series of tests were conducted on rounded and angular, hard aggregates of 
different sizes. These included river sand (<5mm), 10mm rounded river gravel, 20mm rounded river 
gravel and 20mm crushed dacite rock. Combinations of these were also tested. Conclusions were 
drawn from the relative difference between the results for particular tests. 

Figure 4. Spoils samples from Blackwater mine (top) and Rolleston mine (bottom) 



3 RESULTS 
 
3.1 Sensitivity to Wetness and Particle Size 
 
The results of tests carried out with different water contents are shown in Figure 5. They indicate that 
the tilt test is significantly sensitive to the water content of the sample tested, with results varying by as 
much as 5 degrees over a water content range similar to that likely to be encountered under field 
conditions. The significance of these results for the present work is twofold: for all tests carried out in 
the remainder of this study, samples had to be tested at consistent moisture conditions; and, if the tilt 
test is to find a place in minesite geotechnical practice, the conditions under which it is carried out 
need to be defined and controlled. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Mt Arthur spoils samples used for particle size effect testing: -53mm sample, and 53-75mm 
fraction 
 
The results of tests with different largest fraction size are presented in Figure 6. It is apparent from 
Figure 6 that there is a steady increase in the tilt angle as the coarse fraction increases in size from 53 
to 120mm, and this is consistent with the expected effect of increasing grainsize. After this, a further 
increase in the size of the largest particles causes the tilt angle to jump significantly, suggesting that 
the additional increase in size is now causing the large particles to interfere with the shear surface 
development, overestimating the strength of the material. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Effect of maximum particle size on the measured tilt angle 
 
The results suggest that valid results can be obtained by testing samples with particles up to 120mm 
in the 720mm box: that is, particles that are up to 1/6

th
 the width of the box, and around ¼ the height of 

the box. These ratios are greater than cited by Q181C (QTMR, 2002) and they may reflect some 
inherent differences between shearing under low stresses and shearing under high stresses. 
 

air dry samples 



3.2 Tests to Evaluate Strength Discrimination 
 
The tilt angle results for in situ tilt tests carried out in the Rolleston and Blackwater mines are 
presented in Figure 7 with the materials colour coded to distinguish Cat 1 (white) Cat 2 (grey) and 
Cat 3 (black). The most obvious feature is the anomalously high value obtained for the Rolleston 1 
sample. Although this material was clearly a strong spoil (somewhere between Cat 2 and Cat 3), it is 
likely that this result is exaggerated by the way the test was performed. Specifically, this was the first 
field test performed, and compared to the subsequent tests, it was performed with a somewhat higher 
tilting rate. Hence, the measured angle is likely to be overestimated.  
 
The executions of the tests for remaining nine results were relatively consistent and provide a more 
meaningful assessment of the method. It is apparent from these results that the tilt test overestimates 
the tilt angle of all spoils. The Category 1-3 spoils tested returned values between 35 and 37.3 
degrees, whilst the BMA framework (Table 1) indicates that these spoils should give friction angles of 
between 25 and 30 degrees, confirming that the tilt test could not reliably estimate friction angles. 
 
The spoils tested spanned the range from Cat 1 to Cat 3, and the range of measured tilt angles was 
less than 2.5 degrees, whereas a range of around 5 degrees was expected from the BMA framework. 
This suggests that the tilt test, if it could discriminate between spoils of different strength, may lack 
sensitivity. Further, if the tilt test could systematically discriminate between stronger and weaker spoil 
materials, then Figure 7 should show the black bars above the grey bars, which should be in turn 
above the white bars. The Cat 3 spoils are above the Cat 1 and 2 spoils, and in general, of the 
measured Cat 1 and 2 spoils, the highest measured value is a Cat 2, and the lowest are Cat 1. 
However, there are two Cat 1 results that are higher than two of the Cat 2 results, and most significant 
is the result for Rolleston 5, which was a weathered Tertiary clay material. From experience, this is 
known to be an extremely weak material, yet it returned a value greater than two of the Cat 2 spoils. 
Although the difference was less than one degree, such a spoil should have a friction angle value 
distinctly lower than any Cat 2 spoil. This result indicates that the tilt test is not able to reliably 
discriminate between weaker and stronger spoils. 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Tilt test results for Blackwater and Rolleston spoils 
 
3.3 Tests to Evaluate the Relative Importance of Different Spoil Characteristics 
 
The measured tilt angles for the tested sand and gravel fractions, and mixtures, are shown in Figure 8. 
By comparing the results in Figure 8, a number of conclusions can be drawn: 

 The tilt angle increases significantly as the particle size increases (compare the sand, 
10 mm round and 20 mm round results) 

 Angular particles have significantly higher tilt angles than rounded particles (compare 
20 mm round with 20 mm angular) although there could be a contribution here also 
from a higher surface roughness of the angular particles 

 Adding a fine fraction (sand) to both rounded and angular coarse materials causes a 
dramatic reduction in the tilt angle 



 Adding some finer (10 mm) rounded aggregate to either rounded or angular coarse 
(20 mm) aggregate causes the tilt angle to decrease 

 The range of tilt angle variation from all of these effects is at least 8 degrees 
 
The significance of these results is discussed below. 
 

 
Figure 8. Tilt angles for selected grading of particles with different size and shape 
 
 
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results of this study demonstrate that the tilt test is not suitable as an indicator of spoil shear 
strength under higher stresses. It is heavily influenced by water content and fails to adequately 
discriminate between weaker and stronger spoils. The test clearly discriminates on the basis of 
particle shape, particle size and grading. Its inability to discriminate between weak and strong spoils is 
because it does not account for particle strength, which has little relevance in the low stress tilt test but 
is significant for direct shear testing under higher stresses. This explains why the weak Rolleston 4 
spoil, composed of dry clay lumps of similar size and shape to many of the other stoney spoils, 
records a similar tilt angle to them, even though it is inherently much weaker. 
 
Whilst this study of the tilt test failed to confirm its usefulness as an indicator of spoil shear strength, it 
has provided valuable insight into the relative importance of that factors which control shear strength 
in spoils. This has value for assessment of the spoil categorisation method described by Simmons and 
McManus (2004), which is the subject of ongoing work. 
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